












 

AT LARGE
So Many Likes 
by AMANDA MANITACH March 21, 2017 

 

Nested squarely in the sprawl of South Lake Union’s corporate glitter, one unassuming building is 
packed with a glut of excellent artwork. For Facebook’s new Seattle office, the company 
commissioned a great deal of work as part of an extraordinarily innovative artist-in-residence program.  

Launched at Facebook’s San Francisco headquarters in 2012 by the program’s founder and curator Drew 
Bennett, the company’s AIR program aims to bridge Facebook culture (in this case with the emphasis 
on playfulness) and local art communities. The company’s employees have enjoyed some serious doses of 
creative freedom for years. For example, they’ve been given free rein in the sprawling screen printing shop 
set up at HQ in 2010. Called the Analog Research Laboratory, employees are encouraged to mess around 
with printmaking as much as they like to keep their heads in the realm of the analog.  

The first AIR program evolved from the energy of that laboratory-like space. Professional artists were 
commissioned to transform the offices, slathering the walls with vibrant designs and murals. It was such a 
success that the program has been integrated into Facebook’s regional offices, including New York, Dublin 
and now Seattle. Unlike many companies that acquire artwork to flesh out a corporate collection, Facebook’s 
AIR program doesn’t mind if the art created on-site is temporary or plays with atypical materials. In fact, the 
curators prefer that artists do something outside of their comfort zone. Seattle’s old guard rightfully harbors 
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misgivings about the Silicon Valley companies terraforming the city’s neighborhoods, but this program 
should assuage some of their fears. 

“Our roots are inviting artists and compensating them for their time, not for their objects,” Bennett says. An 
artist himself, Bennett painted murals on Facebook’s Palo Alto office walls back in 2007. He officially 
joined the company a few years later as art program manager to imagine a new kind of artist in residency 
program from scratch. “We want engagement,” he says. “We want it to be very clear that the artist was 
here.” The words interconnectivity, utility, sharing, communication pop up often in his speech. 

“The language we use tends to mirror the language of our workplace,” Bennett says, “Because whether or 
not artists are aware of it, a lot of the art-market infrastructure can be intimidating and there might not be a 
clear entry point for the uninitiated. For a lot of people, the idea of collecting art is something that only the 
affluent do—a precious, privileged practice that can seem off-putting. We’re trying to strip all those trappings 
of the art market and get straight to the issues of creativity, innovation, inspiration. And we’re interested 
in relationships with the artists. We’re trying to socialize these different communities, and by doing so, build 
those communities.” 

During a recent tour of Facebook’s Seattle office, City Arts was joined by Bennett, curator for Facebook’s 
North American offices Dina Pugh and recent artists in residence Claire Cowie and Sasha Barr, who filled us 
in on their experience.   

 

Artists working with the AIR program aren’t given specific directives about themes or content. They also 
aren’t given enough time to overthink things. Claire Cowie had only two weeks to prepare materials in her 
studio before gaining access to the freshly finished fourth floor of the Dexter Station office. 



Once on-site, she collaged cut-out fragments of silkscreen prints directly to the wall. She also printed block 
prints onto unfinished wood panels. The resulting pastiche of imagery weaves like connective tissue, with 
small symbols and figures interlocked in silent conversation. Branches and root systems flow into bubble 
gum clouds, fantastical chimera and curlicue snakes. Tiny cats populate the landscape (“Because who 
doesn’t love cat videos on the Internet?” Cowie says, laughing). As the project unfurled, Cowie found she 
was drawn to the challenge of embodying the idea of the tangent, of conversation threads and the edges 
and intersections of communication. She also ended up working beyond the initial space she was assigned: 
“They let me keep going around the corner, so I did!” Cowie spent 100 hours installing the piece, mostly at 
night while only a few employees were around. 



 
Since launching the Facebook AIR program in Seattle, Bennett has partnered extensively with Urban 
Artworks, the prolific Seattle-based nonprofit that provides art opportunities for youth, pairing them with 
artists and businesses to create large-scale projects in their communities. 

The work here is far from done. Currently, a number of blank walls are slated to be altered by more artists, 
including street artist No Touching Ground and further collaborations with Urban Artworks. In addition to the 
programming underway, the AIR program is expanding its global vision and will soon integrate lecture series, 
artist-led workshops and other chances for employees and artists to mingle. So far, it seems to be working. 
“The freedom they afforded—there was something incredible to it,” Cowie says, when she and Barr sat down 
in one of a seemingly endless string of random, cozy glassed-in meeting rooms, surrounded by the buzz of 
the lunch hour. “No committee or approval meetings. And I was allowed to do whatever I wanted and was 
actually told explicitly that I didn’t need to talk about Facebook or the web. That made me think about what 
I’m genuinely interested in, about the dynamics of a place like this. In doing that I was able to genuinely 
address issues about Facebook’s community without it feeling forced. I did it in a way I wanted to.” 
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Jennifer Nemhauser leads a research laboratory of scientists, all immersed in the complex
world of plant hormones. But last year, the University of Washington professor of biology
boosted her lab’s roster with some unexpected talent.

Claire Cowie — an artist, UW alumna and lecturer — spent three months in 2016 as a part-
time artist-in-residence in Nemhauser’s lab. On Feb. 3, Cowie will deliver a talk to share
her experiences and help spread the word about the benefits both she and Nemhauser see
in their unusual partnership.

“This was such an insightful and creative experience,” said Cowie, who earned a graduate
degree in printmaking from UW and has taught at the university since 1999. “I hope that
by sharing this story and describing the residency program, we can inspire other
collaborations between scientists and artists.”

By her own admission, Nemhauser wanted to host an artist in the lab “for years.” She was
motivated in part by a longstanding desire for new and creative ways to move science out
of the lab and into the public sphere.

“I feel strongly that scientists, as public servants, must engage with the community in
meaningful ways,” said Nemhauser. “And many artists are already operating in the public
sphere. Art and design have tremendous influence on how we communicate ideas.”

Nemhauser also feels that scientists could benefit from the perspective that artists bring
— especially in creative processes and abstract thought. She made her case to the National
Science Foundation, which provided funds to host three artists in the lab over three years.
Cowie worked with Nemhauser to sort out the details of the inaugural residency, and
Nemhauser expects to use a similar format for the remaining two residencies, which will
take place in 2017 and 2018 with different artists.

“We wanted to maximize Claire’s time in the lab, giving her ample opportunities to observe
and interact with us,” said Nemhauser.
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For 10 weeks, Cowie spent one day a week in the Nemhauser lab. She shadowed scientists
as they performed experiments, talked with them about their research, learned some basic
laboratory techniques and got to know every member of the group. She also attended the
lab’s weekly meetings, during which members discuss their experimental results and offer
suggestions to one another.

These experiences gave Cowie perspective on the similarities and differences in how
scientists and artists communicate.

“Terminology I,” one of Cowie’s works inspired by her 2016 residency in the Nemhauser lab.Leo Berk

“Science seems driven by a quest for specificity, for details, and I was immediately struck at
how that specificity extends to communication — the words that scientists use,” said Cowie.
“Details are also important in artistic technique, but the ideas we communicate can be so
much more open-ended.”

Science’s specificity is necessary to keep interpretation of experiments accurate and
rigorous. But, said Nemhauser, it can also hamper scientists if they cannot think creatively
or abstractly about their results, consider alternative explanations, and communicate their
findings to peers and the general public.

Cowie and Nemhauser explored these concepts further through courses each was teaching
during Cowie’s residency. One day, they combined Cowie’s screenprinting class with
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Nemhauser’s plant development course and had the biology and art students work together
in small groups on simple printmaking projects.

“They loved it, and it was challenging and rewarding for both sets of students,” said
Nemhauser. “Each one had to articulate and share concepts with someone who wasn’t from
their field of study, their course, their ‘bubble’ — which really makes you step back and
consider how you think, process ideas and communicate.”

Back in the lab, Cowie’s experiences in the Nemhauser lab launched her own printmaking,
drawing and glass projects. She drew inspiration from everything from Petri dishes to
plant anatomy. She has shared some works on Instagram, and others are on display in
Hitchcock Hall ahead of Cowie’s presentation.

“But these are just the beginning,” said Cowie. “This will continue to fuel my projects for
years to come.”

Nemhauser said that the same is true for both her and her lab. She is preparing to host her
second artist-in-residence later this year, and will incorporate Cowie’s work into her
Introductory Biology class this spring.

###

For more information, contact Nemhauser at jn7@uw.edu and Cowie at cmcowie@uw.edu.

Cowie’s presentation is at noon on Friday, Feb. 3 in Hitchcock 132.

Grant number: IOS-1539834.

Tag(s): Claire Cowie • College of Arts & Sciences • Department of Biology • Jennifer Nemhauser • School of Art +
Art History + Design
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Visual Art

Claire Cowie, Dead Reckoning (detail), 2010

Dislocated Screws
Claire Cowie at James Harris
by Jen Graves

Wed–Sat. Through April 2.

At James Harris Gallery, Seattle artist Claire Cowie has only a small interior room to herself, but her show, 
Dead Reckoning, is just plain major. The centerpiece is a grid of paintings on paper. According to the 
artist's explanation—Dead Reckoning refers to a navigation system by which movement is calculated 
based solely on previous positions, generating cumulative distortion—she began with the center panels 
and worked outward, returning to previous panels to rework. The effect is entropic, like the screw 
dislocation in the growth of crystals that late (Spiral Jetty) artist Robert Smithson found so enchanting.

This is Cowie's fifth show at the gallery in a decade. Her imagery is consistent—stark, drippy landscapes 
populated with trees, animals, and people (sometimes all three combined into hybrid creatures), 
presented as single views but incorporating shifting scales and perspectives.

In Dead Reckoning, her colors have grown more intense, her patterning more dense, and she's using 
collage. The result is exuberant, throbbing. The scenes are like elaborately staged Victorian dollhouses 
crossed with the busiest and brightest city market in the world, fully stocked.

Subjects sit looking out of windows embedded at an angle inside other windows, each frame the color of 
a ripe tropical fruit or the deep-hued cover of an antique book. In the center panel, numbered eight, a row 
house falling off the axis of the earth is bounded by two upright others, one made of brick and sporting 
proper family portraits on the top floor, the other just a dripping royal-blue silhouette where a home has 
been excised from the spot. Three shadowy men stand above the buildings in the corner of a frame that 
hangs in the sky like a giant window; a tree juts up behind them. These are nonspecific places, but they 
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do have systems, implied by flags that connote unknown citizenships, and designs that express a 
patchwork of unspecified heritages and histories.

Claire Cowie, 'Stranded Ship'

The subject matter isn't overly serious—stony-faced cats fly down from one window, turning over as they 
go—but the undertones of the events are somehow dark. And by not seeming to take herself too 
seriously, Cowie surprises you when you slowly realize what a master painter she is. She's accomplished 
in so many techniques: applying paint so it's solid and saturated, dripped, staining the paper, hatch-
marking, shadowing. She forces your attention to toggle between the aftereffect of what's literally 
happened on the surface (a stain has been made, for instance) and the illusion of three-dimensional 
space—while also providing collaged elements with striking patterns the eye just wants to caress.
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